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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following should NOT normally be allowed through a firewall?
A. SSH
B. HTTP
C. SMTP
D. SNMP
Answer: D
Explanation:
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a useful tool for remotely
managing network devices.
Since it can be used to reconfigure devices, SNMP traffic should be blocked at the
organization's
firewall.
Using a VPN with encryption or some type of Tunneling software would be highly
recommended in
this case.
Source: STREBE, Matthew and PERKINS, Charles, Firewalls 24seven, Sybex 2000, Chapter 4:
Sockets and Services from a Security Viewpoint.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are configuring a release pipeline in Azure DevOps as shown in the exhibit.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question based on
the information presented in the graphic.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: 5
There are five stages: Development, QA, Pre-production, Load Test and Production. They all
have triggers.
Box 2: The Internal Review stage
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/release/triggers

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and Drop the PPPoE message types from the left into the sequence in which PPPoE
messages are sent on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which is the preferred method to use to avoid hotspotting in time series data in Bigtable?
A. Hashing
B. Randomization
C. Salting
D. Field promotion
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
By default, prefer field promotion. Field promotion avoids hotspotting in almost all cases, and
it tends to make it easier to design a row key that facilitates queries.
Reference:
https://cloud.google.com/bigtable/docs/schema-design-time-series#ensure_that_your_row_k
ey_avoids_hotspotti
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